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I am a driven, front-end web developer with over 10 years of experience, pixel-perfect aspirations, and
the desire to learn new technologies along the way. I am always striving to achieve the perfect balance
between aesthetics and usability; customization and re-usability. I have contributed to enterprise-level
management software, custom web form creation software, BI tools, and media-driven audience
engagement platforms.
I am looking to join a fun, forward-thinking team that could use my experience in product-building and
design-thinking.

Industry Knowledge





Software Development
Product Development
UX/UI Design and Prototyping
Responsive Web Design





Email Marketing
Graphic Design & Iconography
Agile Methodologies







Grunt, Gulp, Webpack
NPM, Bower
GitHub, SVN, TFS
Adobe CS
Axure, Sketch, Zeplin

Tools and Technologies






HTML5, Bootstrap
CSS, SASS, LESS
JavaScript, jQuery, AngularJS, Typescript
NodeJS, working knowledge of Java/ASP.net
JIRA, Confluence, Slack

Experience
APRIL 2016 TO OCTOBER 2018

Software Engineer / Omeda Communications, Inc. Chicago, IL
At Omeda, I've worked across teams to find visual, technical, and practical solutions to an array of
products ranging from media-driven audience engagement apps to complex, multi-tenant
dashboard applications.
As part of Omeda’s innovator group, I served as a liaison between design, development, and QA
teams, often having a hand in conceptualizing designs and bringing them to life. I also served as a
resource in the decision-making process when selecting technologies (such as AngularJS/Typescript,

NodeJS, ASP.net MVC, CSS pre-processors such as LESS and SASS, and build systems Grunt and
Gulp). I also fulfilled client requests in Omeda’s Java-based custom web form solution.

JULY 2013 TO APRIL 2016

Front End Web Developer / Hallmark Data Systems, Skokie, IL
As a front-end web developer, I designed and developed innovative, highly usable interfaces across
multiple product platforms.
Among my responsibilities, I built both lo-fi and working prototypes with Adobe CS, HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript frameworks to communicate and refine product concepts, promoted best practices for
web and responsive user experiences with frameworks such as Bootstrap, made important UI/UX
decisions, collaborated in an agile environment with fellow team members to understand business
requirements, and provided support for issues reported during the development life cycle and
production.

JULY 2008 TO JULY 2013

UI Designer/Production Specialist / Hallmark Data Systems, Skokie, IL
I designed and coded responsive web forms as a production specialist using HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript best practices, helping to cater to client needs and provide them with easy-to-use,
modern web forms that yielded higher customer engagement. Hallmark also tasked me and my team
with designing and developing an in-house form builder (Dragon) to make the form building process
even easier internally as well as for client-use. Dragon had become the most widely requested
products amongst Hallmark Clients to date.

Education
2002 TO 2006

Bachelor of Arts in Digital Media / University of Central Florida, Orlando
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Recipient Florida Medallion and Bright Futures Scholarships

